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This paper presents an analysis of how humanities scholars use digital collections in their research and the ways in which digital collections could be enhanced for scholarly use. The authors surveyed and interviewed humanities faculty from twelve research universities about their research practices with digital collections and present analysis of the resulting responses. The paper also analyzes a sample of qualitative responses from the Bamboo Technology Project’s workshops with faculty, librarians, and technologists about the use and functionalities of digital materials for humanities research. This paper synthesizes these data analyses to propose the critical need for interoperability and data curation in digital collections to increase their scholarly use, and the importance of user engagement in development of digital collections.

Humanities scholarship integrates the analog with the digital more fully than ever before, as new approaches to humanities scholarship incorporate digital materials, from comprehensive archival projects that require the gathering of materials from around the world to research that uses analytic tools for text mining and social network analysis. This evolution in humanities scholarship emerging from the rise of digital humanities and deeper interdisciplinary orientations for humanities scholars prompt us to ask critical questions about the digital collections that frequently play a significant role in these new scholarly methodologies: specifically, how effectively are digital collections meeting the research needs of scholars, and how should digital collections evolve to sustain and strengthen their value to digital humanities research?

This paper presents the results of a study that examines how humanities scholars make use of digital collections and the ways in which digital collections could be enhanced for scholarly research. Through analyses of the survey and interviews of humanities scholars conducted for this study, combined with analyzed responses from focus groups of scholars at the Bamboo Technology Project workshops, this paper argues that libraries, museums, and archives should look beyond discovery
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and access issues when evaluating the use and usability of their digital collections. Content providers must also consider the complex user experience issues that emerge in examination of research practices of humanities scholars—such as interoperability and data curation—that critically influence how digital collections are integrated into humanities scholarship.

**Background**

Digital collections are defined for the purposes of this study as dynamic and coherent aggregations of thematic digital content that provide a “dense unit for exploration or study.” The Library of Congress established the National Digital Library Program in 1994 to pioneer the standards and processes for digitization of research archives; in the following two decades, digital collections have been developed by librarians and scholars for resource preservation and research use. Today there are thousands of terabytes of digitized material, and digital collections encompass a diverse range of sizes, scopes, and topical foci. Humanities scholars’ use of digital resources, a category that comprises commercial databases as well as thematic digital collections, has been explored in a number of studies during the past several decades.

Much of the early research on digital collections analyzes how humanities scholars incorporated early electronic resources into their research, not features and functionality that they need for those collections to be most useful. Gilmore and Case describe the potential of hypertext and large electronic collections in libraries to bridge the digital divide for historians by facilitating connections between texts, but they note the limitations of those electronic resources for historians’ research practices. Duff and Cherry examine researchers’ use of *Early Canadiana Online/Notre Memoire En Lingue (ECO)* to compare user satisfaction across the digital, print, and microform version of the collection, and their findings focused primarily on issues of speed and perceived authenticity. Early research was conducted on humanities scholars’ use of online search systems and databases, such as the series of studies by Bates, Siegfried et al. on the Getty End-User Online Searching Project. In their observation studies of end user behavior in DIALOG, Bates et al. conclude that the search system did not offer enough benefit to the scholar to be more than a supplement to their research, but they note, “one of the most exciting challenges in the development of future information systems is to identify what resources and search features are needed to provide an automated information resource that the humanities scholar will come to feel is an indispensable part of his or her laboratory.”

As electronic resources evolved in complexity, subsequent studies examined if and how humanities researchers incorporated more digital materials into their workflows. Brockman et al. discuss the growing expectation of humanities researchers to be able to locate and access much of their research materials through their computers, yet this study also noted a lack of certainty and confidence of researchers in their ability to make online resources work effectively. Spiro and Segal examine citations in humanities publications to ascertain whether digital humanities projects were being cited in published scholarship. The study of online resource use and potential sustainability done by Warwick et al. suggests that the growing use of a digital resource increases its likely sustainability. Sukovic extensively analyzes humanities scholars’ research practices with electronic texts; and, while her study maps researchers’ research practices in depth, the study is limited to historians and literary scholars that work primarily with text.

The effectiveness of digital collections for scholarly use has been the focus of several recent studies. Meyer explores the impact of digital resources on scholarship in two studies—which ultimately led to the development of the Toolkit for the Impact of Digi-
tised Scholarly Resources (TIDSR)—and cites the increasing frequency of citations of
digital projects in scholarly humanities research. Proffitt and Schaffner focus predomi-
nantly on content when they find that scholars are concerned about sustaining digital
resources into the future, suggesting that librarians need to increase their involvement
in academic departments to prioritize the digitization of library collections. Building
upon his 2012 impact study, Sinn analyzes scholars’ use of digital collections, drawing
upon analysis of ten years of citations from the American Historical Review to map the
usage of a diverse range of collections, but this study does not engage scholars for their
input on how they would like to see collections created in the future. Gertz’s recent
exploration of the prioritization of rare books and special collections for digitization
suggests that value and demand must be complemented by high-quality digitization,
strong and effective metadata, robust searching capacity, and concern for sustainabil-
ity. Her assessment considers a varied user audience, but it does not suggest asking
the target users what they need from a digital collection.

A few recent reports have engaged scholars in their use of digital collections: Zorich
examines the state of digital scholarship in art history through interviews with art his-
torians and art history research centers. Bulger et al. present case studies of research
practices with digital collections that are based upon interviews with humanities
scholars from multiple disciplines: several of their case studies only focus on the use of
specific digital humanities resources such as the Digital Image Archive of Medieval Music,
however, and other cases consist of respondent pools limited to highly specialized
fields or one institution’s department. Yet their findings are a useful guide: Bulger et
al. note that, while humanities researchers have begun to embrace digital tools and to
work in increasingly collaborative ways, the scholars still need training to effectively
use advanced tools for data analysis. They also propose a “complexity continuum”
graph that maps the myriad ways humanities scholars use digital resources; from this,
they observe that, because scholars merge digital resources into a hybrid workflow
still dominated by print resources, this highlights “the difficulty of assessing and
documenting the impact digital resources are having on scholarship and learning.”

Thus, while there is a rapidly expanding body of research on the use of and infra-
structure for digital collections, less has been written on functionalities of digital col-
llections critical for the research needs for humanities scholars, and even less attention
has been given to learning what humanities scholars think is important or missing
from these collections. The results of this needs assessment study begin to connect
the expressed needs of humanities scholars to the infrastructural aspects of digital
collections. This prompts a deeper investigation into how scholar engagement and
partnerships can enable creators of digital collections to translate needs into realistic
enhancement of digital collections’ content and functionalities.

Methods and Study Design Method

Research Design

A mixed methods research design was used for this study, as this study sought to
conduct a needs assessment of scholarly research with digital collections, and a mixed
methods design provided the needed “variety of data sources and analyses to com-
pletely understand complex multifaceted institutions or realities.” This approach
also “allows researchers to address issues more widely and more completely than one
method could, which in turn amplifies the richness and complexity of the research
findings.” A web survey of English and history faculty at 12 research universities was
conducted in conjunction with interviews of 17 fine arts faculty at the same universities
to gather in-depth and holistic responses on uses of digital collections by humanities
scholars in multiple disciplines. The methodological approach drew upon the compara-
tive protocols used in research studies by Brockman et al., Bulger et al., and Palmer and Neumann of humanities scholarly research practices. The validity of this study derives from its primarily qualitative orientation, and that qualitative research can collect valid data and generate valuable research insights from a purposefully created sample. The findings can be generalized in the sense of being “extrapolated in their relation to their theoretical application.” The criteria applied to build this study’s purposeful sample of humanities scholars consisted of restriction to teaching faculty members who were officially confirmed to be working in arts and humanities departments at recognized North American public and private research universities. As such, the carefully created sample for this study’s subject pool, as well as the methodological approach, is comparable to previously cited studies on humanities scholars’ practices.

The core data analysis focused on the open-ended survey responses and the interview responses; through the subsequent comparative analysis with focus groups’ responses from Phase One of the Bamboo Technology Project, this study seeks to document new insights into scholarly practices with and ongoing needs for digital collections.

**Participants**

The subject population was selected through a mix of random purposive sampling and snowball sampling: The targeted population consisted of humanities faculty members selected from 12 research universities that are members of the Committee for Institutional Cooperation (CIC) consortium. The 12 research universities are of representative size and breadth for comprehensive U.S. institutions of higher education, especially given that 7 of the universities are members of the American Association of Universities (AAU) and all institutions are members of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL). The faculty targeted for the survey came from the English and history departments, which are among the largest humanities departments in institutions of higher education, according to the 2012 National Study of Postsecondary Faculty. The performing and fine arts department faculty were selected as the third humanities disciplinary area and were interviewed given their smaller numbers and distinctly different research and teaching practices. The faculty members were identified via the publicly available departmental lists of teaching faculty and lecturers on university websites. The authors worked with a selection of librarians and academic technologists at the surveyed institutions to identify specific faculty members at each university who were recruited for their interest or expertise in using digital collections for research. Of the full list of all English and history faculty members at the 12 campuses, a random one-third was selected via the RANDBETWEEN formula in Excel to ensure an equally distributed random selection, and the sample then was manually adjusted to ensure representative distribution among gender and tenure status.

**Survey**

The survey contained a mix of multiple choice questions and open-ended responses, which enabled a richer set of responses on the research topic and further supported the multiple types of data collection best suited for an exploratory needs assessment. The survey instrument was developed in consultation with the University of Illinois’s Survey Research Lab, and the final version was created and distributed via Qualtrics software. The drafted survey was pretested with 10 selected scholars, academic technologists, and librarians from the surveyed institutions. The final version was distributed via Qualtrics web survey software and revised accordingly. The survey was distributed via direct individual e-mails to the identified random pool of one-third of the English and history faculty members at each institution and was conducted from October 2011 through February 2012. The survey was conducted with English and history faculty
due to the significant numbers of faculty in these disciplines on the surveyed campuses, and the similarity of their predominantly text-based research methods. The number of recruited subjects for the survey totaled 367 faculty and teaching lecturers, and the number of received responses was 75, resulting in a total cooperation rate for the survey of 20.4 percent. Of the respondents, 43 percent were tenured full professors, 29 percent were tenured associate professors, and 19 percent were tenure-track assistant professors, with the remaining single-digit percentages representing non–tenure-track lecturers, emeritus faculty, postdoctorates, and unknown.

The survey asked respondents to describe their research work with text-, image- and media-based digital collections, the functionalities that would improve each of these types of digital collections for scholarly research, and the benefits and disadvantages of digital materials for their own research agendas (see appendices A and B). Survey respondents were provided with a precise definition of digital collections as “curated collections of digital materials… that are accessed online or with computing software,” and then asked a series of questions on how they used digital collections.

**Interviews**

The responses to the survey informed the development of the interview protocol, which asked arts faculty from the same 12 research universities how they used digital materials from digital collections in their research and scholarly practices. Semistructured interviews were chosen as the second data collection instrument for the study, as they provided a “more holistic picture of people’s understandings than a conventional survey analysis would provide and elucidate the meanings that research participants attribute to their practices and actions.” The interviews captured in-depth data by a set of purposely selected respondents that fit criteria similar to those of the survey respondents, with the difference residing in the discipline. The fine arts faculty subjects were selected as interview participants due to the smaller sample size and the anticipated differing responses due to their multimedia based research. The authors conducted these interviews from January through August 2012 via e-mail and telephone, and a random one-third of teaching lecturers and faculty members from fine arts departments were recruited for interviews via individual e-mails. The randomized sample enabled a relatively balanced selection of scholars with diverse experiences in using digital resources and tools, ranging from low technical competencies to scholars with almost fully digital workflows.

**Data Analysis**

This study originated as a subinvestigation for the Bamboo Technology Project (also known as “Project Bamboo”), a multi-institutional research initiative funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation from 2008 through 2012 that sought to build an e-research platform for digital humanities research. While this study initially sought to gather need requirements from scholars how collections should be prepared for use on humanities e-research platforms such as Project Bamboo, it rapidly acquired a broader goal of investigating how humanities scholars used digital materials in a variety of research environments and their needs for making effective use of digital corpora in scholarly research.

The gathered qualitative data—the open-ended survey responses and interview responses—were analyzed based on the grounded theory of coding, in which themes arise from the responses, rather than a hypothesis. The open-ended survey responses and the interview responses were separately hand-coded for themes, with the two authors and a graduate research assistant conducting double coding of the open-ended survey responses and interview data to ensure intercoding reliability. The quantitative survey
responses were analyzed for basic percentages and averages; and, as the sampling was not scientifically probabilistic, the reported results are limited in their generalization.

These data, gathered from humanities scholars, reveals critical ways that the scholars incorporate digital materials into their research and the potential research impacts of enhancing functionalities of digital collections.

Results
The content of digital collections was a critical factor in survey responses about the use of digital collections: The most frequently used materials were texts at 100 percent and images at 94 percent, followed by maps at 58 percent, video at 42 percent, and audio at 39 percent. The respondents were then asked to identify the most useful functionalities for collections of digital materials per certain formats.

When asked to identify the most important needed functionalities for a digital collection of texts, images, and multimedia, the leading survey responses addressed the areas of metadata, content, and exportability, as displayed in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>Needs for Text, Image, and Multimedia Collection from Survey Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly Searchable Content</td>
<td>Downloading Capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Download and Export Functionality</td>
<td>Editing tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed Metadata</td>
<td>Metadata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of the Text</td>
<td>Usability and User-friendly Interfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadth of Content</td>
<td>Searchability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Features and functionalities in digital collections that survey respondents cited as being useful enough to “induce” them to use digital collections for research ranged in scope and type. While one survey respondent retorted “I don’t need to be induced,” the leading responses could be divided in the categories of download and export functionalities; searchability; increased quality and breadth of content; and interoperability of tools and content between collections.

Of the types of use with digital collections, the most frequent use was access to primary source material, followed by searching materials and verification of sources. One respondent described his/her research work as encompassing “every way conceivable: searching large collections, looking up and finding otherwise inaccessible articles.”

When broken down by academic status from postdoctorate to full professors, all levels used digital collections most frequently for access to primary sources and searching. But while full professors overwhelmingly used digital collections for searching and accessing materials, tenured associate professors also had notably high use of digital collections for research analysis.

One of the most prominent challenges cited by respondents in their use of digital collections was the inability to search effectively through the collection materials. As one respondent noted, “The ability to conduct corpus wide inquiries is still severely limited. Search tools are good for finding needles in haystacks, terrible for extracting data for subsequent manipulations.” Other notable challenges expressed by respondents were access to materials, copyright restrictions, and difficulty in downloading and
exporting materials. While the survey was focused on scholars who pursued heavily text-based scholarship, the interviews with fine arts scholars who use primarily image- and media-based collections generated similar responses for needs. The interviews allowed for more detailed discussion of needs and use, and the interviewed scholars’ leading needs for digital collections included:

- Better search functionality
- Need for annotation and editing tools
- Improvement in user interface design
- Expanded completeness of the collection’s content

Scholars also were asked what were the benefits of originals and benefits of digital content. The stated benefits of original materials included completeness and immediate sensory interaction with the material. Yet even in their responses, the respondents alluded to the need to integrate the print/analog and digital. As one interviewee explained,

I still must and do consult originals, but for teaching I have always had to rely on surrogates, and for my research, the availability of databases particularly for periodicals, historical dictionaries, and other online primary and secondary sources generally has been an enormous boon.

As such, additional stated benefits of the digital included broader access to materials, portability in research environments that stretch across multiple locations and devices; preservation of rare objects; and the ways in which digital materials supported innovative teaching strategies.

The scholarly use of digital collections and challenges in using such collections resonate with another set of responses gathered from scholars, technologists, and librarians who participated in the Bamboo Technology Project workshops. An analysis of these qualitative data reveals similar uses and challenges for scholarly use of digital collections.

**Bamboo Technology Project Workshops**

From 2008 through 2009, a series of Bamboo Technology Project workshops brought together disciplinary faculty, librarians, academic technologists and students to discuss their uses of digital materials and needs for pursuing digital humanities scholarship. A comparative analysis of the anonymized qualitative data from these workshop focus groups and interviews, initially analyzed by Quinn Dombrowski in the *Project Bamboo Scholarly Report*, reveals interesting parallels with the survey and interviews on the needs of scholars.28

Modes of scholarly practice emerged in the workshop responses as a key theme of how scholars framed their needs for digital resources. The Bamboo scholarly practices identified in the report are listed in table 2.

An analysis of the Bamboo workshop responses that generate these scholarly practices reveals complementary insights into the needs of scholars for digital collections.

**Data Summary**

For this paper, a sample of 1,055 anonymized responses from the Bamboo Technology Project workshops were analyzed in the same code rubric and analytical framework as the survey and interviews, using the approach of secondary supplementary analysis.29 In this analysis, distinctive nuances emerged in the analysis of the Bamboo workshop responses when compared to the survey and interviews—perhaps due to the broader demographic of librarians, technologists, and scholars that participated
in the workshops. Three core areas of need emerged: tools and analysis, content, and search/discovery and interoperability.

In the responses that mapped to the area of tools and analysis, expressed needs not only included analytical tools, but also there was repeated desire for educational infrastructure to teach usage of the tools and the methodologies of digital humanities research. As one respondent explained, “seamless access to the technology to quickly get into the heart of the research” and “easy usable tooling and support” would enable “a fertile playground to improve the research cycle.” Detailed metadata and sourcing also emerged as leading enhancements for digital collections, and the workshop responses also specified the need to know the data format and structures for exposing digital material to the larger scholarly community.

The needs and functionalities related to content encompassed not only the importance of a high quality of digital material, but it also included the incorporation of peer review as a guiding factor in the development of digital collections and as a method for evaluating collections’ contents. When discussing the need for expanded content, the respondents reflected on how digital collections needed to justify why the collection’s content would be useful for scholarship. As one respondent noted, “If anyone’s going to use anything besides databases as hyped up way of finding material, [there] has to be a convincing reason to answer intellectual question that you couldn’t answer otherwise.” The ability to export and download content included the ability to transfer material into the scholars’ own workspaces and having the capability to import the material into the digital tools for their particular research work. This exportability of digital content also highlighted the need for access and discovery in digital collections.

Search and discovery of content is core to the function of being able to use the content, and responses included the need to filter the immense amounts of content on the web to manageable browsing. Responses included suggestions such as “interface to the data that allows us to ‘go fishing,’” “interfaces that teach people how to search,” and “pop-up menus on the search bars to give users additional information.” The expressed needs for search capabilities also included being able to customize aggregations of content—as one respondent put it, “Isn’t it about tagging and bagging? Bagging into conceptual bins, maybe one object in multiple bins.” On a deeper level, the responses revealed that the enhancement of discovery and access functionalities in digital collections enables scholars to engage with data in new ways and integrate their new datasets into the research workflow. As one respondent noted, “They want to trace arguments through data. They are willing to make data available even if not published. Maybe in a decade’s time that these objects will be ‘published’ contribu-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scholarly Practices as Identified by the Bamboo Technology Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gathering/Foraging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextualizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documenting Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotating/Documenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching/Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citation/Credit/Peer Review</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tions.” The potential future contributions of datasets also points to the importance of a community of scholars in digital scholarship. The need for a collaborative research community around digital humanities research was another major theme that emerged from the responses. As one respondent noted, “We don’t have a space where we can talk about the process in process.... [We] need a place where you can throw out, where the annealing starts, where the argument takes form.” Another respondent argued that there was a need to “find collaborators, find & form invisible colleges, talking about/giving feedback about research, organize/share research, engage in thoughtful writing and conversation with colleagues, participate in several interest groups.” Respondents envisioned that this collaborative environment could incorporate the teaching and student research that was a critical part of their experiences in digital scholarship. As one respondent explained, “Students using mixed media, we have to teach them how to do it, need machinery, way to share it and store it.”

It becomes evident from the responses that digital content is the heart of this evolution in the nature of humanities scholarship, and the malleability of digital content is important to this change. As one respondent observed,

Disc space on any given computer is being filled with digital media (not text). What does the “replacement” of text as a primary area of focus mean to humanities scholarship? What tools are available for searching on, annotating, extracting from, publishing, etc.—these are at a less-developed stage than tools for text.

This fluidity in the definition and role of “text” in humanities scholarship is critical to librarians’ assessment of digital collections. In light of these responses, how can we prepare our digital collections to reflect these new notions of content and new modes of scholarly synthesis in the humanities?

Discussion: Curation and Interoperability

In the analysis of these responses, two primary needs emerged: having sustained access and effective discovery mechanisms for digital collections, and the ability to mix and reuse digital materials. These needs map to the areas of digital curation and interoperability, which are two critical issues facing the development of digital collections to meet the research needs of today’s humanities scholars.

Analysis: Digital Curation

In the humanities, data is a complex mixture of materials and types, as noted in the American Council of Learned Societies’ 2006 report *Our Cultural Commonwealth*:

“The complexity of the record of human cultures—a record that is multilingual, historically specific, geographically dispersed, and often highly ambiguous in meaning—makes digitization difficult and expensive. Moreover, a critical mass of information is often necessary for understanding both the context and the specifics of an artifact or event, and this may include large collections of multimedia content: images, text, moving images, audio.”

This diverse archive of digital material requires a multifaceted approach to digital curation. As Maron and Pickle note, “collaboration between the Special Collections department and the library IT team is critical to integrate the digital curation, preservation, and access activities of Special Collections into the institutions’ overall digital infrastructure.” The responses of scholarly users in the study attested to the need for digital curation.

Functionalities that enabled scholarly use and reuse of digital materials was prevalent in survey and interview responses, including detailed metadata, accessible textual and
image files, temporal coverage of content, transcriptions, the inclusion of nontextual sources in collections, and access to broader content. As a survey respondent noted, “The easier objects are to repurpose, remix, and reuse the better.” In their Council of Library and Information Resources report on the work of Digging Into Data grant awardees, Williford and Henry note that “scholars often consider the resulting “clean” data to be just as important in potential impact as are the final research products the data make possible,” and they cite Richard Healey’s observation that “It has become clear that ‘making data diggable’ or providing ‘keys’ that unlock future digging potential may be just as important from a scholarly viewpoint, especially at this very early stage of the overall digging game.”

The challenges of the curation of digital collections can be complex: In their examination of developing an all-digital research library, Spiro and Henry prioritize many of the digital curation needs, such as a critical mass of resources, user-friendly tools, resource interoperability, and reliable cyberinfrastructure, and note that “understanding data-based collaborations will have an impact on the design and development of digital library services and architectures.” Henry and Smith note that a major challenge in ensuring the quality of large-scale digital collections are the quality of the scanned content, “uneven collections,” and missing content and recommend that libraries establish “standards of quality control, access policy, audit frequency, and terms of sustainability [that] are necessary to convince scholars that a digital object is an adequate, acceptable, and trusted surrogate for a printed book or article.”

A few models exist for preparing and curating humanities digital collections: The 2003 Sustaining Digital Scholarship report published by the University of Virginia’s Institute of Advanced Technology in the Humanities discusses curatorial methods for preparing digital humanities projects and digital collections for preservation and data curation and proposes multiple levels of preservation. The Digital Curation Centre Digital Curation Lifecycle charts the processes that content providers should keep in mind as they curate digital collections, such as continuous Appraisal and Selection of the digital material for long-term curation; Ingest of data to a repository or data center as part of Preservation Action; and taking actions for enabling Access, Use, and Reuse of the digital collections’ material and usable data. But beyond processes, another important aspect of digital curation is ascertaining the impact of the digital collections: Studies conducted by Ithaka S+R on the sustainability of digital collections observe that the most successful digital resources are ones that are “Creating Value”; as the Sustaining Digital Resources report observes,

The value these projects create relates to the extent to which they become important parts of the workflow of their user communities and the extent to which users rely on them to do their work... While the process of digitisation itself creates value for end-users, many projects go further, investing in tools and features to aid users in discovering and using the content in innovative ways.

As such, a critical component to the curation of digital collections is the input of users: Determining how users will make use of the collections is a cornerstone for a digital curation workflow. Maron and Pickle note in their study of digitized special collections in Association for Research Libraries institutions that “although the ability to offer greater access emerged as a key motivator for digitizing collections, investments in understanding the needs of the audiences are quite low.” They argue for libraries to invest in qualitative research of users, as “this will provide rich information about the value scholars and students place on the digitized collections.”

Institutional programs that create and successfully sustain digital collections frequently have proactive user assessment and user engagement built into their work-
flows. Indiana University’s Digital Library Program, for example, offers a range of services to scholars in the planning stages of potential digital projects. Through user consultations, the collaborative teams of digital services librarians and faculty members incorporate user input into the project design, and then the resource is further subjected to usability testing and live research situations. Among recent research output on institutional programs, the Toolkit for the Impact of Digitised Resources (TIDSR) that resulted from the studies by Meyers et al. provides critical strategies for institutions to employ in assessment of the impact of digital collections on users. Curation of digital materials is core to assessing and expanding the impact of digital collections on users, and one critical conduit for facilitating this use and impact is the enabling of interoperability of content across digital collections.

Analysis: Interoperability
Interoperability is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as “the ability of two or more computer systems or pieces of software to exchange and subsequently make use of data.” For digital libraries, metadata is the core conduit of facilitating interoperability, and Baca frames the functionality of metadata to access content across digital collections as “semantic interoperability,” which is “the ability to search seamlessly for digital information across heterogeneous distributed databases as if they were all part of the same virtual repository.” The interoperability of metadata is core to the needs of humanities scholars to search across multiple digital collections and requires functionalities beyond tools for information organization and retrieval.

Users need digital collections that contain interoperable content or functionality that facilitates comparative analyses of digital materials. As observed by Brockman et al., the research practices of humanities scholars prominently includes the gathering of sources from multiple collections to create a customized corpus that enables them to explore particular research questions. Henry and Smith acknowledge this issue, noting that “the challenge before scholars now is to make connections among and within huge sets of digitized data and to create new knowledge from them.”

As such, digital collections need effective interoperability between content as well as metadata to support scholarly research, and the respondents in this study clearly expressed the need for such functionalities.

Robust search tools across multiple digital collections were a strongly expressed need among interview and survey respondents. Particularly valuable search functionalities included keyword searching, faceted searching, previewing of files, and general browsing of all types of materials. Responses also identified the need for comprehensive metadata in digital collections to enable comparative analysis of collections’ content, particularly the identification of specific scholarly editions. The cross-collection use of digital materials results in remixing and reuse of materials for teaching and research, and one respondent explained that ideal digital collections provided means for “exporting files and creating my own text and visual files either for teaching or research purpose.”

Baca notes that, while metadata is key and “a metadata standard appropriate to the materials in hand and the intended end-users must be selected,” the process of integrating diverse information sources is an enduring challenge:

The dream of integrated access to diverse information resources is still just that—a dream. The dream can become a reality if those responsible for making cultural heritage information available online judiciously select and implement the appropriate metadata schemas, controlled subject vocabularies and thesauri, metadata crosswalks, and information technologies available to us today.
The needed resources to turn the “dream” of interoperability into reality requires collaboration not only across standards and technological infrastructure but also between the information experts who develop tools, curators, and the expert users who make use of cultural heritage digital material.

Discussion: Needs for Digital Collections
This study seeks to highlight the pivotal, deeper needs for enhanced functionality in digital collections that enable humanities scholarship, beginning with digital curation and interoperability as core issues. Libraries, museums, and other content providers of digital collections should reevaluate their approach to building and enhancing digital collections. A number of recent studies—notably the CLIR report *The Idea of Order: Transforming Research Collections for 21st Century Scholarship*—argue for a dramatic shift in research libraries’ conceptualization of collections. This shift is marked by an active, user-centered perspective toward both digital and physical collections. In particular, the principle of contextual mass, which prioritizes users’ research practices in determining collection content, is more imperative than ever in the development of digital collections. Thus, as scholarly users demand greater functionality and reliability in digital collections, it is critical that libraries anchor the scope and functionality of their collections in the needs of users, and in doing so, begin establishing deeper research partnerships with users.

This also necessitates that libraries redefine their roles in the campus ecosystem in broader terms that encompasses active integration in the full research lifecycle from creation to curation. Emerging initiatives in academic libraries in research data management, open access publishing, and information literacy seek to embed librarians into the research and teaching workflows, and digital collections can play a critical conduit in helping libraries collaborate with their users. Walters and Skinner note that research libraries must be “repositioned as vibrant knowledge branches that reach throughout their campuses to provide curatorial guidance and expertise for digital content” and highlight digital humanities projects as an area where libraries have “roles to play in helping these initiatives to produce and to manage sustainable resources for present and future generations.” As such, the reconfiguration of digital collections to reflect the research needs of humanities scholarship is a critical aspect of librarians’ embedding in the research workflows of students and scholars alike.

The results of this study suggest that engaging with users is an important strategy in enhancing digital collections: Libraries and content providers must reevaluate their approach to building and expanding digital collections with an intensely user-centered focus. Humanities scholars are using digital collections in complex ways: not simply to find the existence of a document or to supplement images for an article but as primary source material, as analytical tools, and as resources that broaden the scope and depth of their analysis and scholarly knowledge. And ultimately, we must consider how scholars’ needs should shape the development of humanities cyberinfrastructure, as the ALCS’s *Our Cultural Commonwealth* report argues that “extensive and reusable digital collections are at the core of the humanities and social science cyberinfrastructure. Scholars must be engaged in the development of these collections.” Thus, to support e-research environments for the humanities, libraries must undertake collaborative investment in the functionalities, infrastructures, and content for digital collections.

Collaboration is essential both internal to the library and outwardly with the scholarly community: Librarians can develop innovative and multipronged methods of user engagement through collaborations between specialists such as digital services librarians, subject specialists, and metadata librarians that ensure the broadest outreach to scholarly communities that use their digital collections to produce scholarship. If
libraries and content providers are to provide digital collections for digital humanities research, continuous dialogue with humanities scholars on their research practices and needs is critical to enabling humanities datasets that are powerful enough for the new types of analyses being done today.

**Conclusion**

This study presents an initial examination of the needs of humanities researchers when they are using digital collections. While there are vast differences among the scholarly needs of individual researchers, this study begins to reveal that libraries must work to build collections that exist in a sustainable, networked, and iterative environment and that the content is responsive to the evolving needs for digital humanities research. Questions asked of researchers focused not only on how they use existing resources, but also, importantly, how features and functions would better enable effective future use.

Librarians have rich opportunities to insert themselves into the evolving, increasingly digitally oriented research workflows of humanities students and scholars through their existing and emergent expertise in information retrieval, digital curation, and facilitating the interoperability of resources for discovery and access—all areas that surveyed scholars indicated as important to effective research use of digital collections. Librarians should reach out not only to the scholars who are working with digital materials, but build lines of communication with a wide breadth of researchers to assess how their digital collections can be more effectively discovered, accessed, and used for research work. As digital humanities initiatives and the resultant research data proliferate exponentially, the demand will increase for content providers such as libraries and museums to collaborate with humanities scholars when building and curating digital collections.
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Appendix A: Survey Questions
Survey was distributed via Qualtrics software.

1. Digital collections are curated collections of digital materials such as digitized texts, digital images, digitized maps, and/or multimedia objects that are accessed online or with computing software. Do you use materials from digital collections in your research and scholarship, as distinct from your teaching?
   - Yes (1)
   - No (2)

2. Materials from digital collections can cover a range of topics and resources from the specialized William Blake Archive (http://www.blakearchive.org/blake/) to the Library of Congress’s American Memory collections (http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/index.html). Have you ever used any of the following types of digital materials from digital collections in your research and scholarship, apart from your teaching? (Please select all that apply.)
   - None (1)
   - Texts (2)
   - Images (3)
   - Audio (4)
   - Video (5)
   - Maps (6)
   - Other: (7) ____________________

3. How often do you use digital materials from digital collections in your scholarship, regardless of whether a print/analog version is available?
   - Never (1)
   - Less than half of the time (2)
   - Equally print and digital resources (3)
   - More than half of the time (4)
   - Always (5)

4. Please list at least three (3) important attributes for a digital collection of TEXTS to have for the collection to be an effective research resource (that is, capability to export files, detailed metadata, and so on).

5. Please list at least three (3) important attributes for a digital collection of IMAGES to have for the collection to be an effective research resource (that is, viewing and zooming tools, ability to tag files, and so on).

6. Please list at least three (3) important attributes for a digital collection of MULTIFORMAT MEDIA to have for it to be an effective research resource (that is, annotation tools, detailed metadata, and so on).

7. What are at least two (2) tools or functionality features that would induce you to use digital collections more frequently in your research? (that is, interoperability with other digital collections, ability to export files, and so on)

8. How do you specifically use digital materials from digital collections in your research and scholarship, as distinct from your teaching?
9. What challenges, if any, have you encountered because of your use of digital collections in your scholarship?

10. Do you have any additional comments about humanities scholarly research with digital collections?

11. Why do you not use digital collections in your scholarship and research? (If answered “No” to the second question)

12. May we contact you for a follow-up interview?
   ⊗ Yes (1)
   ⊗ No (2)

Appendix B: Interview Questions

1. In your words, what are the primary characteristics of “corpora” for humanities research?

2. What functionalities and features would compel you to use digital collections more frequently in your research?

3. Why would these features improve your research experience with digital collections?

4. How do you specifically use digital materials from digital collections in your research? With what frequency?

5. What are the benefits of digital collections for your research?

6. What are the benefits of using a print object over its digital surrogate or another alternative?

7. What challenges have you encountered because of your use of digital collections in research?

8. How do you foresee humanities research changing in light of the rapid increase in digital collections and access?

**Additional questions may be asked depending on the respondents’ answers during the interview.**
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